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The solubility of carbon dioxide in rhyolitic melts: A quantitative FTIR study
Ronnnr A. Focru* Ml.Lcor,tu J. Rurnpnrono
Department of Geological Sciences,Brown University, Providence,Rhode Island 02912, U.S.A.
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The solubility of CO, in rhyolite liquid has been determined using quantitative Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy(FTIR). CO, saturation experimentswere conductedalong
isotherms at 950 "C, 1050 'C, and I 150 "C at pressuresbetween 500 and 6600 bars. The
band at 2350 cm 1,which representsthe antisymmetric stretchof dissolvedCO, molecules,
was used for quantitative determinations of COr concentration.
The isotherm at 1050 .rCwas investigated in greatestdetail. Along this isotherm CO,
solubility is ideal (in the Henrian sense)up to =2300 bars. Above this pressuredeviations
from ideality are prominent, with concentrationsless than predicted by extrapolation of
the linear form of Henry's Law. The efect of increasing temperature is to decreasethe
solubility of molecular COr. The water contents of theseglasseswere also monitored using
the 3570 cm ' OH fundamental vibration. Maximum HrO contents were 0.32 wto/0.
The solubility ofCO, in rhyolite hasbeenmodeledwith a modifiedHenry's Lawequation.
The data were regressedto determine the partial molar volume (t : 33.04 + 0.78 cm3/
mol) and the heat of solution (Lh: -20.32 + 3.18 kJ/mol) of dissolvedCO, (reference
T:1323KandP:0bars).
CO, diftrsion profiles were present in several samples.The diftrsion coefficient of CO,
i n r h y o l i t e a t 1 0 5 0 o C w a s e s t i m a t e d i n t h r e e s a m p l e s t o b e 2(.+40 . 5 ) x l 0 * 8 c m 2 / s , i n
close agteementwith previous work.
A comparison of rhyolite and albite melts at low P and high f shows that the two
compositions dissolve nearly identical amounts of molecular COr. This implies a CO,
(molecular,hereaftorMol.) solubility mechanismthat is comparablein both compositions.
Divergenceof CO,(Mol.) solubility in albite and rhyolite at high P and low Z is consistent
with accentuateddifferencesin melt structure at these conditions and differencesin the
siting of COr(Mol.) at high CO, concantrations.
Infrared bands attributable to dissolved carbonatecomplexeswere not detected.This is
consistent with the general decreasein the ratio of COI- to COr(Mol.) in the sequence
basalt, andesite, rhyodacite, rhyolite observed in this study. Basalt dissolves CO, in the
form of carbonatecomplexes,whereasrhyolite dissolvesCO, in the molecular form. Somewhat more CO, dissolvesin rhyolite than in basalt under similar conditions. The common
contention that CO, is more soluble in mafic magmasthan in more evolved compositions
is incorrect.
clusions trapped by phenocryst phases(,A'ndersonet al.,
1989; Sommer, 1977)and the analysisof obsidian fragments (Newman et al., 1988). Degassing,which accomMagma genesisand evolution are often associatedwith
a fluid phase in which CO, is an important component. panied the recent Mount Saint Helens eruptions, also inThis is particularly true of basaltic magmas,where CO, dicates a sigrrificant fraction of CO, (l-10 molo/o)in the
is generally the main component of the fluid phase(Dix- magmatic fluid (Gerlach and Casadevall,1986a, 1986b).
on et al., 1988; Gerlach, 1986; Roedder, 1965).HrO is Phase-equilibrium studies of the dacite pumice erupted
an important volatile component in more silicic magmas, from Mount Saint Helens on May 18, 1980 (Rutherford
but CO, may be presentin significant amounts and could et al., 1985) and the Fish Canyon quartz latite (Johnson
play a critical role in the genesis,evolution, and eruption and Rutherford, 1989) are consistent with the magmas
of high-silica magmas. The presence of CO, in silicic having beenin equilibrium with an H,O-CO, fluid. There
magmas has been confirmed by the analysis of melt in- is, therefore, ample evidencethat CO, dissolvesin silicic
as well as basaltic magmas.
It is generallyunderstood that co, plays an important
* Presentaddress:American Museumof NaturalHistory,w
79th St. at Central Park West, New york, New yort tOtiZ+, role in magmatic processes.Despite this recognition' current understanding of the physical and chemical effects
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of CO, upon magma is still in its infancy. This appears
to be an extensionofthe poor stateofknowledge ofthe
gaseousproperties of COr, where the nonideality of CO,
at high pressuresand temperaturesis still poorly known
and the behavior of CO, in the presenceof other magmatic
fluid speciesis even less well understood.
With regard to magmatic evolution, the most important thermodynamic property of CO, is its solubility in
silicateliquids. A detailedunderstandingofprocessessuch
as phaseequilibrium, magma vesiculation,bubble growth,
magma explosivity, and planetary atmosphericevolution
all require reasonableestimatesof CO, solubility. An understanding of CO, speciation within the silicate molecular structure is also of importance, as it leads to physically correct solution models and more accuratesolubility
predictions.
Although the significanceof CO, solubility measurements has long been recognized, advances in this area
were hindered by the lack of a reliable technique for measuring CO, concentrations. Most studies were consequently carried out at very high pressures(> l0 kbar),
where CO, solubility is appreciable,and the problems of
CO, detection and analysis were less critical. Recently,
Fine and Stolper (1985) made useof quantitative infrared
spectroscopy(QIS) for determining CO, concentrations
in liquid compositions of geologicalimportance. QIS is a
rapid, nondestructive technique that is capable of high
spatial and compositional resolution. It has been used to
study the solubility behavior of CO, in albite melt at
1450"C-1625 "C and pressuresof l5-30 kbar (Stolper et
al., 1987), and the Henry's l,aw behavior of CO, in basaltic melt at 1200 'C and at pressuresbelow 1500 bars
(Stolperand Holloway, 1988).
The purpose of this study is to determine the solubility
of CO, in rhyolite melt under a wide range of P and T.
Our analytical method makes use of quantitative FTIR
spectroscopy for determining both CO, solubility and
speciation (molecular CO, vs. carbonate). Experiments
were conducted at pressuresbetween 500 and 6600 bars
and at temperaturesbetween 950 "C and I 150 lC. These
experiments cover a pressurerange that is governed by
Henry's Law as well as higher pressureconditions where
significantdeviations from Henry's Law occur. The range
in temperatureallows extrapolation of the resultsto lower
Zas well as direct application to high-temperaturerhyolitic volcanism. The temperature-pressurerangeinvestigated also allows a comparison of our work with that of
Stolper and Holloway (1988) to addressthe common perception that CO, solubility is much greater in liquids of
low silica activity (i.e., basalt), than liquids ofhigh silica
activity (i.e.,rhyolite; e.g.,Egglerand Rosenhauer,1978;
Carmichaelet al., 1974).
ExpnnrnnnNTAl TEcHNTeUES
Experimental procedure
Rhyolitic obsidian VNM50-15 from the Brown University collection was used in all experiments. VNM5015 is an obsidian fragment from an unknown locality in

TABLE1.

Electron microprobe analyses and CIPW norm of
VNM50-15 startingmaterial
o

sio,
Tio,
Al2o3
Fe"O"
FeO
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Na.O
K"O
Total

76.45
0.08
12.56
N.D.
1.O2
0.08
0.06
o.25
4.21
4.78
99.48

(0.241
(0.05)
(0.13)
N.D.
(0.07)
(0.07)
(0.02)
(0.06)
(0.11)
(0.21)

CIPW

Norm

q
or
ao
an
ne
lu
di
ol
mt
il

33.12
28.22
35.66
1.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15

/Vote:Electronmicroprobeanalysisof starting materialVNM50-15along
with its CIPW Norm. All Fe is calculatedas FeO. Parenthesesindicateone
standarddeviation(1r) on six microprobeanalyses.N.D.: not determined.

the areaof the Valles Caldera,New Mexico. It was chosen
becauseits physical and chemical properties were ideal
for this study. It is vitreous and free from vapor bubbles
and silicate crystals (although occasional Fe-Ti oxide
crystals on the order of a few micrometers across are
present). Its composition (Table l) is similar to highly
evolved rhyolites such as the Upper Bandelier Tuff (Fogel, 1989) and the Bishop Tuff(Anderson et al., 1989).
Normalized to the granite ternary (quartz-albite-orthoclase),VNM50-15 falls close to the minimum melting
point at 3000 bar for HrO-saturated granite (Tuttle and
Bowen, 1958).The H,O contentof VNM50-15 as determined by IR analysesis 1366 + 67 ppm by weight (ppmw)
basedon six analyseson a sample = 17 mm2.
Rectangularchips of VNM50- I 5 glasswere cut with a
diamond saw, ground to a weight of between 50 and 150
mg, cleaned with water, rinsed in ethanol, and dried.
Sampleswere weighedand placedin Ag'oPd.otubes welded shut at the bottom. One chip was used per tube, the
approximate dimensions of which were 2.5 x 2.5 x 5
mm. Silver oxalate (AgrCrOr) was added to the tube in
an amount far in excessof that required to saturate the
sample in COr. The tube was welded shut and tested for
leaks by weighing the tube, heating to ll2 oC for a few
minutes, and then rapidly quenching in HrO. Leakageof
the tube was determined by reweighingand checkingfor
a HrO weight gain.
Experiments were conducted in either TZM pressure
vesselsor an internally heated pressurevessel (IHPV).
The TZM pressurevesselswere used to investigate the
low pressureregion below 3000 bars and temperatures
below I 100 "C. The internally heatedpressurevesselwas
usedfor pressuresgreaterthan 3000 bars or temperatures
in excessof I100 "C. The pressurizingmedium for both
vesselswas Ar. For the TZM experiments, pressurewas
measured on a bourdon tube Heise gauge(0-7000 bar)
periodically calibrated at the factory. In the IHPV, experiments between 3000 and 6000 bars were measured
on a THI transducer (0-6900 bar) calibrated at the factory. Experimental pressuresin excessof 6000 bars were
measuredusing a Harwood manganin cell (0-13800 bar)
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and Foxboro gaugecalibrated at the factory. Both IHPV
pressure measuring devices were periodically checked
againstthe Heise gaugefor internal consistency.Reported
pressuresare accurate to better than 0.50/oof full scale
values.
Temperature was controlled by Eurotherm temperature controllers accurate to within +3 "C. In the IHPV
experiments,the sample sat in a cylindrical Pt container,
the walls of which are I mm thick. Pt-PtnoRh,omeasuring
and controlling thermocoupleswere inserted into a hole
in the bottom of this container. This platinum-block assemblywas usedto minimize temperaturegradientsacross
the sample.Temperaturesare consideredto be within +5
'C of that recorded. The TZM assembly consisted of a
TZM alloy pressurevesselwith an external inconel sheath.
The charge sat at the bottom of the vesseland graphite
rods took up most of the excessvolume so as to minimize
convection. A few bars of Ar pressurewere constantly
applied between the pressure vessel and the sheath to
prevent oxidation of the TZM. As a consequenceof this
type of assembly,temperatureswithin the pressurevessel
could not be measuredduring the experiments; temperatures within the vessel were calibrated at I atm of Ar
pressureagainst the t€mperature in the sheathwall. The
reproducibility of this calibration is + 5 'C. Temperatures
in the TZM vesselsare thought to be accurateto better
than + l0 "C.
IHPV experimentswere quenchedby turning the power off and rotating the vessel 90' to disturb its thermal
stability. Quench rates were on the order of 100 "C/s for
the first 2-3 s of the quench. The TZM experimentswere
quenched by removing the vesselfrom the furnace and
quenching in HrO. TZM quench rates were on the order
of 2-3 "C/s and produced glassesindistinguishable from
those produced using the IHPV. After the experiment,
the sampleswere weighedto check for weight loss. Upon
cutting of the noble metal container, an audible hiss verified the presenceof a CO, vapor phaseand the integrity
of the capsule:Experimental glasseswere also examined
under a binocular microscope for vapor bubbles, the
presenceof which lends support for the existence of a
vapor phaseduring the run.
Vapor bubbles were present in almost all samples.
Generally, thesewere a few micrometers in diameter, but
bubbles on the order of hundreds of micrometers were
sometimespresent.Vesiculation occurred predominantly
along the margins of the sample, and an examination of
glassexteriors showed vapor bubble indentations. Vapor
bubbles within the sample were most often found along
planes, suggestingthat bubble formation occurred along
preexistingcracksin the glasssample.Theseobservations
suggestthat the presenceof vapor bubbles is mainly due
to the physical incorporation of CO, vapor rather than
vesiculation ofthe liquid upon the quench.
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and HrO. Sampleswere generally ground to thicknesses
of 100-300 pm and were polished on two parallel sides
with alumina either 0.3 or 0.05 pm in diameter. FTIR
sectionswere then examined under a microscope and a
detailed sketch of the section made. Section thicknesses
were mapped using a Mitutoyo digital dial indicator with
a precision of roughly +3 pm. This mapping was necessary becauseof the difficulty in making sections of uniform thickness.The fine spatial resolution of the microFTIR puts added emphasis on accurately determining
sample thickness. An averagethickness may lead to erroneous concentration determinations when spatial resolution is on the order of tens of micrometers.
FTIR spectrawere performed on the Brown University
IBM Instruments Model IR-98 (IFS-I13v) FTIR spectrometer. All sampleswereanalyzedwith the micro-FTIR
attachment.The microscopeis equippedwith an objective
Iens of 15 x magnification. A set of aperturesranging in
size from 1200-300 pm provided spatial resolution from
80-20 pm, respectively. Samples were positioned over
apertures on a sample-holder slide. This assembly was
placed on the microscope stage,and an area free from
vesicles was chosen for analyses.In a few caseswhere
micrometer-sized bubbles could not be avoided, spectra
were taken of several areasrelatively free from bubbles,
and the CO, concentration was shown to be independent
ofbubble density. Spectrawere taken using a globar source,
a KBr beamsplitter, a HgCdTe detector, resolution of 4
cm-', a mirror velocity of 0.396cmls and either 128,256,
or 512 scans.
QulrrrruuvE

IR sPECTRoscoPY

Theory
The relationship between concentration and IR band
intensity is given by the Beer-Lambert law:

c: ro,MW'Alt
p'e'a

(l)

where C is concentration in ppm by weight, MW is the
molecular weight of the IR active component in g/mol
(CO, : 44.01,HrO : 18.02),.4bsis the band intensityin
dimensionless absorbanceunits, p is sample density in
g/L, e is the molar absorptivity or extinction coefficient
of the IR band in L/(mol'cm), and d is the thickness of
sample under the IR beam in cm.
lbs is measuredfrom peak to baselinewhere the baseline is interpolated from the surrounding spectral range.
Baselineinterpolation is accomplishedby drawing a line
tangential to the baseline on both the high- and lowenergy side ofthe band. In caseswhere silicate network
vibrations overlap the band of interest or interfere with
the smooth interpolation of baseline,spectralsubtraction
of a referencesample devoid of the absorbing speciesis
used; the spectra of the referencebeing first normalized
FTIR sample preparation and analltical technique
to the thickness of the unknown. Since the bands of inAfter preliminary examination, experimental glasses terest in this study have smooth, noncomplicated backwere cut into wafers and ground in a slurry of alumina grounds, spectral subtraction was not employed.
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FLS=B147Tl
FLR=Bl47Rl
The density of VNM50-15 was measuredusing a 25
3A
mL pycnometer. HrO was used as the liquid-density me2)
dium, being first boiled and set to cool to 25 "C to elimCO,
2,r
inate dissolved O. A density of 997.05 g/L (Weast and
2l
Astle, l98l) was taken as the density of deionizedH,O
at25 "C to which the glassdensitieswere referenced.The
density of sevenchips of VNM50- l5 cumulatively weighing 0.89083g was determinedto be 2348 t l0 g/L. All
e 1,2
CO, solubility measurementswere determined with this
d 6.9
value. Incorporation of CO, into the experimentalglasses
9.6
was as$umedto have a negligible effect on densities.
t'cq
g3
Sinceconcentrationis inversely proportional to sample
co,
co,
oHthickness,analysesof an experimental sample at several
a- z
thicknessesshould retrieve the same total concentration.
A Beer'sLaw test was conducted measuringCO, concentration (from the band at 2350 cm ') as a function of
mentalglass.Bandassignments
areindicatedabovethe respecthickness and found to retrieve the same value consis- tive bands.Theexperimental
glass(BFl47)contains2860ppmw
tently. The measuredrelative standard deviation on the CO, and 1921ppmwH,O.
concentration was 4ol0.

.,- ; ,,;:, -* ru*;:;,.,";.d

Band assignrnents
An example of a typical FTIR spectrum of a COr-bearing rhyolite is shown in Figure l. The spectral range of
interest is the area between5000 cm ' and 1000 cm-'.
Severalbands are present in this spectral region, each of
which will be discussedindividually.
The bands at 1375 and 1610 cm-r. The doublet bands
centeredon 1375and 1610 cr4 ' are causedby the presence of dissolved carbonate (CO3). CO, in the form of
carbonate appearsto be the dominant form of CO, solution in basalt,diopside, and akermanite melts (Fine and
Stolper, 1986; Rai et al., 1983; Sharmaet al. 1979).At
high pressures,it has also been shown to be present in
sodium aluminosilicate melts (Stolper et al., 1987; Fine
and Stolper, 1985). Unpublished work from this laboratory shows it to be an important speciesin andesite (56
wt0/oSiOr) and rhyodacite (66 wto/oSiOr) melts produced
at pressuresbelow 3 kbar. None of the rhyolite experiments conducted for this study shows the presenceof
carbonate bands. Spectral subtr4ction of COr-free standard rhyolite material shows a flat pattern in this area,
suggestingthat if CO, dissolves as carbonate under the
physical conditions investigated,it is presentin amounts
below detectability: =50-100 ppmw.
The bandsat 1600and 1820cm-,. Newman et al. (1986)
attributed thesebands to aluminosilicate network vibrations. Their work involving rhyolitic compositions similar to that used in this study found these bands did not
correlate with HrO content. This study shows no correlation of the intensity of these bands with CO, content.
FTIR spectra of the compositional sequencebasalt (49
wto/oSiO,), andesite (56 wto/oSiO,), rhyodacite (66 wto/o
SiO,), and rhyolite (76 wto/oSiOr) show a cleargrowth of
these bands. They are barely existent in basalt but grow
in intensity and definition with increasingmelt polymerization (SiO, content). Although most silicate network
vibrations are present at energy levels below 1200 cm-t,
the combination of factors listed above tends to support

experi.

the suggestionof Newman et al. (1986). We suggest,however, that becauseofthe high energylevels ofthese bands,
they may be combination or overtone bands of the aluminosilicate network.
The band il 2287 cm '. This band has been assigned
to the z, antisymmetric stretch of '3CO, molecules(Stolper et al., 1987;Fine and Stolper, 1985).It appearsas a
small band just offthe shoulder of the high intensity band
centeredat 2350 cm-l. Stolper et al. (1987) determined
the extinction coefficient of this band (errrr)for molecular
CO, in albite glass.Their value for err' of I1.7 L/(mol'
cm) was determined for the total CO,(Mol.) in albite melt
insteadof the molecular'3CO,it represents.At low CO,
concentra{ionsthis band is not very intense,but it is generally useful for the determination of high CO, concentrations.
The band at 2350 cm-'. This band representsthe z,
antisymmetric stretch of dissolved '2CO, molecules(Fine
and Stolper, 1985).It is a sharp narrowband that is often
the dominant spectral feature for glasseswith moderate
to high CO, concentrations. Its extinction coefficient in
sodium aluminosilicate melts has been determined by Fine
and Stolper (1985). They investigated the speciation of
CO, along the join NaAlOr-SiO, studying the NaAlSi,Ou
(jadeite), NaAlSirO, (albite), and NaAlSioo,o glasscornpositions. A singlevalue for errroof 945 + 45 L/mol'cm)
was determined for all three compositions.
The band at 2350 cm ' is used in this study as the
principal band for the determination of CO, solubility in
rhyolite glasses.Since the only calibration for errroin silicate compositiens is for the NaAlOr-SiO, join, there is
some concern that the value of 945 L/(mol.cm) may not
be appropriate to rhyolitic compositions. There is, however, reason to believe that the value oferrro established
for the NaAlOr-SiO, join is either directly applicable or
quite close to errroin rhyolite. Fine and Stolper (1985)
showedthat within the portion of the sodium-aluminosilicatejoin they investigated, errrowas independentof SiO,
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concentration. In addition, the composition NaAlSioO,o
in their study is roughly that of the albite-silica eutectic
at I atm. The addition of orthoclase to the albite-silica
system produces the granite ternary into which sample
VNM50- l5 projects with less than a 3o/oresidual (Table
l). The combination of these factors suggeststhat the
only influence, if any, on changinger.rofor rhyolitic compositions from that determined for the sodium-aluminosilicates is the substitution of KrO for NarO in the
silicatestructure.The addition of minute amounts of FeO,
MgO, MnO, TiOr, and CaO that total to no more than
3olois unlikely to have an effect on €2350.
The broadly similar behavior of KrO and NarO in silicate glassesand crystalsas well as molecular similarities
suggeststhal errrois little affected by the KrO for NarO
substitution. It is more intuitively satisfuing,however, to
note that the speciesunder discussionis dissolved in the
silicate melt in the molecular form-i.e., CO, appearsto
be trapped in holes in the melt and is not bonded to the
aluminosilicate network. Although holes have potential
fields, an alkali substitution is less likely to affect dissolved molecular speciesthat would respond to changes
in the size and shape of the holes they occupy than to
affect speciesbonded to the network, which would respond to changesin composition and network structure.
The extinction coefficients for the molecular and OHforms of H,O in albite (Silver and Stolper, 1989) and
rhyolite (Newman et al., 1986) glassessupport this idea.
For rhyolite and albite glass, the extinction coefficients
for OH- (4500 cm ') are 1.73 and l.l3 L/(mol'cm),
whereas the extinction coefficients for the bands representingmolecularHrO are 1630cm-r : 55 and 49 U(moL
cm) and 5200 cm-' : l.6l and 1.67L/(mol.cm), respectively.
Ultimately, the value of the extinction coefficientused
in the Beer-Lambert Law affects only the magnitude of
CO, solubility. The ratio of two glassesof constantdensity
with concentrationsC, and C, yields
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cm-r) were not detected,the HrO contentsrepresentedby
the band at 3570 cm-' representonly OH- groups. The
extinction coefficientin rhyolitic glassesfor low HrO contents representingonly OH- groups is 88 + 2 L/(mol'
cm) (Dobsonet al., 1989).
The band il3710 cm r. Stolperet al. (1987)attributed
this band to a combination of the z, and z, modes of
''CO2. It is a low intensity band offthe high energyshoulder of the OH- band at 3570 cm '. The extinction coefwos determined in their study to be 13.9
ficient, €371e1
L/(mol.cm) in albite glass.
The band at 4500 cm r. This band was assignedto the
combination mode of Si-OH groups by Stolper (1982a).
Newman et al. (1986)determineda value of 1.73L/(mol'
in rhyolite glass.At low HrO contents this
cm) for eoroo
band supplies the same information as does the band at
3570 cm '; the latter is used in this study becauseit is
more rntense.
The band at 4700 cm-t. This band appearsto be correlated to total CO, concentration. It is absent in the
\rNM50- l5 starting material. At high co, concentrations
it appears as a roughly symmetric, narrow band beginning only a few wavenumbersfrom the high energybaseline of the 4500 cm-'band. To our knowledgethis band
has not been identified in IR spectraofgeological melts.
We tentatively assignit to the first overtone of the ''zCO,
band at 2350 cm-t.
Evaluation of uncertainty

Precision. The Beer-Lambert law describes the relationships among speciesconcentration, band intensity,
density, and sample thickness. The effect of the uncertainty in each of these variables contributes to the cumulative analytical precision. An uncertainty of t3 pm
was assignedto the measured thickness,and a standard
deviation of +10 g/L was determined for the density
measurements.To find the standard deviation (lo) of
band-intensity measurements,12 spectrawere taken on
the same spot of sample BF-153C. A band intensity of
C, _ Abs,/d,
1.5032was determinedfor the CO, peak at 2350 cm '
()\
\''
with
an absolute standard deviation of t0.0145 or a relC2 Absr/dr>
ative standard deviation of +0.960/0.Considering only
demonstrating that CO, concentrationsdetermined rela- the uncertainty in band intensit!, these measurements
tive to each other are not dependent upon € and can be translate into a CO, concentration of 2867 + 28 ppmw.
used with confidence.If indeed errrois shown to be sig- The precision of measuredintensity is even better for the
nificantly different in rhyolite than in albite glass,abso- HrO band at 3570 cm-', where for the 12 spectraan avlute CO, concentrations can be redetermined with the erageband intensity of 0.21809 was determined with an
Beer-Lambert law and the updated value of errro.
absolute standard deviation of +0.00152 or a relative
The band at 3570 cm r. The fundarnental OH- stretch- standarddeviation of 0.700/0.This translatesinto an HrO
ing vibration produces this broad band (Stolper 1982a). content of 1829 t 13 ppmw.
HrO in the form of both HrO(Mol.) and OH- contributes
If the uncertainty assignedto the thickness is treated
to the intensity of this band. It is highly asymmetric with as a standard deviation, this value along with the stanthe maximum peak intensity occurringaround 3570 cm-'. dard deviation in measuredabsorbanceand density can
This band is used in this study as the fundamental band be used to evaluate a total precision for measured confor the determination of HrO contents of the experimen- centration. For all the experimental samples,the result is
tal glasses.Sincetotal HrO contentsof experimental sam- a precision between 1.3 and 3.2o/ofor CO, and the preples in this study were less than 0.32 wto/oand bands cision on measuredHrO is essentiallythe same.The facattributable solelyto molecular HrO (5200 cm ' and 1620 tors affectingprecision in order ofdecreasing importance
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Trale 2.

Experimentalresults

Experiment
no.
Dura(BF)
tion(h)
134
152
130
111
123
124
108
142
128
139
153
153C+
145
148
164

136
149
131
147

69
328
48

,
(bars)
1 0 10
151
0
1993

f."i
(bars)
1315
2290
3509

15
46
42
62
92
43
70
96
96
96
75
60
08

504
1000
1500
2025
2040
2490
3529
4324
4324
5496
6612
P : 2000
P,: 1000

1291
2241
3531
3572
4977
9545
14699
14699
25913
42862
3461
'1291

36
96
16
77

2029
3487
4500
5514

3473
8941
1s192
24416

coo

cf(pm)
146
170
163
375
275
248
160
195
121
'157
103
104
141
100
169
131
136
174
148

Abs
(2350 cm')

CO.
(ppmw)

7: 950qC
0.43958
597
950
0.81413
1.',t7733 1433
eC
f: 1050
188
0.35583
491
0.68083
797
0.99600
0.98s33
1221
1.14994 11 7 0
1547
0.94375
1.59500 2015
1.35357
2607
2867
1.50320
2.06500
2905
1.87083
3711
0.51051
599
r:1150'C
1125
0.74333
't.22750
1790
2.05000
2337
2860
2.13400

CO,
(ppmm)

Abs
(3570 cm ')

HrO
(ppmw)

H.O
(ppmm)

Commentst

878
1397
2095

0.23667
0.21891
0.48750

1414
1123
2608

5079
4036
9316

T
T
T

277
722
1173
1794
1723
2268
2948
3815
4195
4242
5398

0.48583
0.40500
0.31917
o.24750
0.15819
0.25600
0.40167
0.22167
0.21809
0.38683
0.35938

1130
1284
1122
1349
707
1845
2231
1877
1829
2393
3134

4065
4615
4033
4842
2544
6607
7973
6711
6538
8536
1't137

T
T
T
T
T
T

88t'

0.11383

587

2115

1657
2630
3432
4183

o.10u2
0.16667
0.203i'3
0.32604

669
1069
1019
1921

2407
3838
3656
6864

A/ofe:All concentrationscalculatedwith a density of 2348 g/L
'Calculated from the HSMRK equation of
state (see text).
-. d: thickness.
tT:TZM. I:IHPV.
+ Not includedin thermodynamiccalculations.

are thickness, density, and absorbance;although the rel- tions are accepted, the accuracy of CO, concentrations
ative uncertainty in thickness changesdramatically with due to the uncertainty in er.rois quantifiable. The +45
sample thickness. It is assumedthat the uncertainties in L/(mol.cm) uncertainty in errrois a standard error (Stolmeasuredabsorbanceof all other samplesare identical to per et al., I 987). Conversioninto standarddeviation yields
BF-153C. Although this is surely a simplification, it is an absolute standard deviation of +201 L/(mol'cm) or a
probably a good approximation for most of the measured relative standard deviation of +2lo/o. Similarly, the relconcentration range. Spectra ofsamples taken weeks apart ative standard deviation of measured HrO content refall within this range of precision.
sulting from the uncertainty in er.rois + I lolo(Dobson et
Accuracy. The accuracy of these FTIR concentration a l . , 1 9 8 9 ) .
measurementsis difficult to evaluate. Contributing factors are the uncertainty in the extinction coemcient,samExpnnrprnNTAl RESULTS
ple heterogeneity,and the lack of suitable CO, standards
of similar composition. The lack of rhyolite standardsis The data
a problem that cannot be addressedat this time, although
Results of COr-rhyolite experimentstabulated for each
if they were available, the current researchwould prob- isotherm are presentedin Table 2.The isotherm at 1050
ably not be needed. As far as sample heterogeneity is "C was the most extensively studied and gives the most
concerned,almost all major heterogeneitieswere attrib- detailed information on both the Henry's I-aw region and
utable to diffusion gradients. The procedure for deter- the nonideal (in the Henrian sense)region. The isotherms
mining equilibrium composition, including a more de- at 950 "C and I150 oCare most usefulin delineatingthe
tailed description of sample heterogeneities,is outlined effectsof temperature on CO, solubility. In the diagrams
below (seeKinetics of CO, Solubility). Nevertheless,sev- that follow CO, concentrationsare reported in ppm mole
en analyseswere taken at seven places near the rim of fraction (ppmm) or ppm weight fraction (ppmw). Fugacsample BF-153 with sample thicknessesranging from 97 ities of CO, were calculated with the hard-spheremodified Redlich-Kwong (HSMRK) equation of state of Kerto 106 pm. An averageconcentration of CO, at2607 +
92 ppmw (3.50/o)
and of HrO at 1877 + 68 ppmw (3.60/o) rick and Jacobs(1981).
was obtained. This is comparable to the standard deviations determined for multiple spot analysesof homoge- Henry's Law and nonideal regions
neoussamples.
The portion of the 1050 'C isotherm adhering to Hen'
The extinction coefficientofthe band at2350 cm has ry's Law is shown in Figure 2, where CO, concentration
been assigneda value of 945 + 45 L/(mol.cm) (Fine and is plotted againstf,o, for experimentsup to 3.5 kbar. The
Stolper, 1985). If the argumentspresentedpreviously for figure shows a highly correlated linear trend betweenf,o,
use of this extinction coefficient with rhyolitic composi- and dissolved CO, up to an f.o, of roughly 3550 bars (P
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the diagram by a straight line going through the region that behaves ideally.
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= 2050 bars). The first evidence of nonideality appears
in the experiment with &n.fcozof 4977 bars (P : 2490
bars), indicating that nonideality begins between 2050
and2490 bars total pressure.
The nonideal region of CO, solubility is clearly distinguishable at pressuresgreater than =2500 bars (/.o, =
5000 bars).This is shown in Figure 3, wheref,o, is plotted
against ppmm CO, for the entire experimental pressure
range. For the temperatures of this study, the overall
pressuredependenceis roughly linear at low P and somewhat less than the linear prediction at high P (Fig. a).
The experiments confirm a decreasein CO' solubility
with increasingtemperature.This is portrayed in Figures
3 and 4, wheref,o, and P vs. ppmm CO, are contoured
for temperature,respectively.This effectis similar to that
observed for molecular CO, solubility in albite glass as
determined by IR spectroscopy (Stolper et al., 1987).
Sharma (1979) also reported a negative correlation between ?"and CO, solubility (in the form of COI-) in diopside and sodium melilite glassesusing relative carbonate solubility as determined by Raman spectroscopy.
CO, solubility and HrO concentration

10

20

30

40

s0

60

"fco, (kbar)
Fig. 3. Solubility of CO, in rhyolite melt as a function off,o,,
for the entire experimental region investigated. The isothermal
solubility curves representa least-squaresregressionthrough all
the data. The experimental data show the strong deviation in
CO. solubility from Henry's Iaw.

The HrO concentrations of all experimental glasses
produced in this study are low, rangrngfrom 500 to 3200
ppmw.There appearsto be a positive correlation between
CO, and HrO concentration(Fig. 5); however, the highest
HrO contents on the isotherm at 1050 oC may be partly
caused by the crystallization of feldspar in two experiments. BF-145 and BF-148, the two highestP experiments, contain = 5 and 200/ocrystals concentratedon the
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that for mostof theexperimental
conditions,thelowestpossible
Graphitewasnot deCO, contentof the gasphasewas 70olo.
Fig. 5. CO, solubilityvs. HrO contentof experimental
sam- tectedin any of the experimentalproducts,implyingthat the
ples.The startingcompositionis givenby the arrowon the diCO, contentofthe fluid wasgreaterthan that ofthe graphiteagIam.
C-O system.Otherinformationsuggests
that the amountof CO
in the fluid phasewasminimal (seetext).
rim of the sample, respectively. A sample held at 7600
bars produced 700/ocrystals of feldspar and quartz, but a
glasshomogeneousin CO, was not found.
Although a positive correlation between CO, and HrO
is suggestedby our data, little can be made of this correlation at this time. The experiments in this study were
not designedto control for frro. The HrO concentration
of the experimental glassesis a function of the low initial
HrO concentration of the starting material (1366 ppmw),
duration of the experiment (Table 2; compare BF-108
with BF-142 and BF-123 with BF-164), H, entering or
leaving the sample during the experiment, and partitioning of HrO between fluid and silicate liquid at extreme
degreesof dilution. Calculations using the final HrO and
CO, content of the glassessuggestthat less than I molo/o
HrO was present in the fluid phase. One possibility for
the positive correlation is the effectofincreasing pressure
on HrO solubility. Higher pressuresmay favor the solubility of HrO in the liquid over the vapor.
Fluid phase composition
As previously mentioned, the HrO contents of the
glassesindicate that the fluid phase contained only very
small amounts of HrO. It is possible,however, that conditions within the noble metal capsulewere too reducing
and produced substantialCO as well as COr. Severdlfactors lead us to believe this was not a problem. First, some
of the experimental glassescontained large bubbles of
trapped fluid. FTIR spectra of these bubbles (accompanied by a computer-normalized subtracted spectra of a
bubble-free portion ofthe glass)show a peak for gaseous
COr. In contrast, spectra of bubbles in experimental

rhyolitic glassesencapsulatedwith graphite and silver oxalate contain a peak centered about 2160 cm-' that we
attribute to gaseousCO. This suggeststhe relative absenceofsubstantial gaseousCO in the vapor phaseofthe
CO, solubility experiments. Second, if f, conditions
within the chargehad been too low, graphite would have
precipitated. Graphite has not been observed in any of
our experimental products. Additionally, graphite-C-O
fluid equilibria constrain the maximum amount of CO
possibly presentwithin the capsule.Figure 6 is a plot of
the molo/oCO, of the fluid in equilibrium with graphite
for the three isotherms investigated in this study. Fluids
in the graphite-C-O system become richer in CO, with
increasingP and decreasingZ. As illustrated, most of the
experimentsat 1050{ have a minimum allowablemolar
CO, content of the gas in excessof 70o/o.Since graphite
has not been found in any of the CO, solubility experiments, Figure 6 gives a minimum estimate of the concentration of CO, in the experimental fluids.
Kinetics of CO, solubility
With few exceptions, experimental glasseswere removed from the capsulesin the exact shape they were
cut. This undoubtedly resulted from the very high viscosity of the rhyolitic melt. This observationimplies that,
other than mixing caused by vapor bubble infiltration,
very little mixing of the melt occurred during the experiment and that the primary mechanism of equilibration
was diffirsion.
Many ofthe glassesfrom.experimentsof short duration
contained diffusion profiles. Most experiment durations
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TABLE3. CO, diffusionin rhyoliteat 1050 "C
Experiment
(BF)

123
124
128
Average

P
(ba4

1000
1500
2490

t
(s)

165 600
151200
154800

Rim CO,
(ppmm)

722
1173
2268

Core CO,
(ppmm)

273
342
759

a
(cm)

Dtld

0.168
0.140
0.164

0.163
0.140
0.145

Logio D
-7.56
-7.74
-7.60
-7.63

Note..Core and rim concentrationsof CO, and relevant parametersfor calculationof the diffusioncoefficientof CO, in rhyolitic melt. Melt geometry
is assumed to approximate a cylinder.The distance between measured rim and core @n@ntrations : a, the duration of the experiment : t, and the
dimensionlessparameter Dtld is taken from Crank (1985).

were at least 48 h (Table 2). Theselong experiment times
produced CO, diffusion profiles that extendedover many
hundreds of micrometers, often a millimeter, into the
glass.In no casewas a diffusion profile produced where
the CO, concentration at the core of the sample reached
a zero background-the amount of CO, in the VNM5015 starting material. The core CO, concentration was almost always more than Yl the rim content. Apparently,
the high melt viscosity helped keep the vapor phase exposed to the entire exterior of the melt.
Although experiments were done that produced homogeneous rim-to-rim CO, profiles, water often remained higher at the cores than at the rims. This is consistent with the exponential drop in HrO diffusivity with
total HrO in rhyolite glass(Shaw, 1974). The magnitude
of this diffusivity decay at very low HrO contents (<0.5
wto/o)is unknown, but our data suggestthat the desorption of HrO from rhyolite glassmight be slower than the
sorption of CO, into rhyolite glassat these Z, P, X."r(melt)
and X"r"(melt).
For the experiments that contained diffusion profiles,
the rim CO, concentrationswere acceptedas the equilibrium concentrations.The spot size analyzedin all FTIR
spectrawas never greaterthan 80 pm. Rim compositions
were, therefore, averagesof roughly the outer 80 pm of
the sample.trn thesecases,spectrawere also taken of the
second 80 pm away from the rims and were found to
have CO, contents only slightly (a few percent if at all)
lower than the rim contents.One sample,BF-153, contained higher CO, concentrationsin the core than at the
rim. In this case,rim concentrationswere still accepted
as equilibrium concentrations.The causeof this reverse
gradient is still not understood; however, both core (BFl53C) and rim (BF-I53) compositionsare presentedin
Table 2. Electron microprobe analysesof samples containing CO, diffusion profiles showed no major-element
compositionalheterogeneities.
With the realization that these experiments were not
optimally designedto extract diffirsion information; certain simplifying assumptions can be made to extract a
qualitative value for the diffusivity of CO, into rhyolite
melt at 1050 'C. We first assume charge geometry was
cylindrical and thdt diffusion proceededinto the sample
from all directions. Additionally it is assumedthat the
area of analyseswas unaffectedby diffusion into the liquid from the top and bottom of the cylinder. Having
made 'lheseassumptions, knowledge of the experiment

duration as well as the CO, concentration as a function
of rim-to-core distance enablesone to calculate the diffusion coefficients.The method reported in Crank (1985)
for ditrusion into a cylinder is used. Table 3 gives core
and rim CO, concentrations of three experiments and
other relevant information required for the calculation of
D,oro., the difiirsion coefficientof CO, in rhyolite at 1050
'C. The averagevalue of D'oro. for the three experiments
is 2.4 (+0.5) x l0 I cm'ls. Thesevaluescomparefavorably with that of Watson et al. (1982) for diffusion of CO,
into a sodium aluminosilicate of composition 600/oSiOr,
300/oNarO and l0o/oAlrO, by weight. Their expression
for D, uncorrected for pressure (negligible at P-Z discussedhere) yields 5.6 x l0-a cm2ls.In view of the approximations made to retrieve D,oro., the agreementbetween the two studies is excellent.
TrrnnuoovNAMrcs

or COt soLUBrLrrY

Henry's Law solubility
At extreme levels of dilution, the solubility of a volatile
component within a liquid obeys Henry's Law. For the
solubility of CO, in rhyolite liquid at constant 7" it is
glven as
'fco': X':6''k"

(3)

wheref,o, is the fugacity of CO, in bars, X.o, is the mole
fraction of CO, in the liquid, and k' is the Henry's Law
constant. This equation expressesa linear relationship
betweenCO, solubility and fugacity. Figure 2 showsthat
CO, solubility in rhyolite obeys this law up to approximately 2300 bars total pressure;however, some concavity is apparentand results from the effectof pressure(see
below). The Henry's Law constant determined with a
least-squaresregressionofthe data between 0 and 2000
bars for the isotherm at 1050"C is k" : 1.939(+0.074)
x 106bar.
Above 2300 bars the linear form of Henry's l,aw
(Eq. 3) is no longer applicable and must be modified to
account for the effect of pressure.This is accomplished
with the thermodynamic equality

:+
fiq+-)
Rr
\ dP l,,r

$)

to obtain the Krichevsky-Kasarnovsky equation (Prausnitz et al.. 1986):
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ln kH
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, r r p P)
t(P;Rf

(5)

where k, is the Henry's Law constant at referencepressure P. and y is the partial molar volume at infinite diIution of CO, in the liquid. Similarly, the following thermodynamic equality is used to modil! Henry's Law to
account for changesin temperature:

(rP).":

ht-h

RT'

(6)

where, ht and h are the molar enthalpy of CO, in the
ideal gas state and the partial molar enthalpy of CO, in
rhyolite, respectively. Henry's Law is then given by the
expresslon:

Traue4. Solutionmodelparameters

*.,:#.,=*"1-H
*(++)l
p.: 0 bars; T, : 1050 qC

X"o.-

Fluid-'

Oxide
Eq-Ox
Oxide

HSMRK
HSMRK
MRK

k"(P., T)
(106bars)

v
(cms/moD

Lh
(kJ/mol)

1 . 1 0 6+ 0 . 0 3 8 33.04+ 0.78 -20.32 + 3.18
2 . 1 9 6+ 0 . 0 7 5 32.88r 0.79 -20.64 + 3.19
1 . 0 8 0+ 0 . 0 3 9 30.41+ 0.83 -16.71 + 3.38

Note: Uncertaintiesare reported as standard enors.
- Oxide : mole fraction oxide basis. Eq-Ox : mole-fractionequal O
basis (see text).
* HSMRK: Hard sphere modifiedRedlichKwong modelof Kerrickand
Jacobs (1981).MRK : Modified RedlichKwong modelot Holloway(1977).

favorably with the work of Spera and Bergman (1980),
who used the data of Mysen et al. (1976) and Mysen
(1976) to determine the partial molar volume of CO, in
albite, jadeite, and nepheline glassesto be 35-30 cm3/
mol. These partial molar volumes are not directly comparable since, in addition to being of different composition, the glasseswere producedat high T and P (1460'C
and canbe rearranged
to yield:
< T < 1620 "C and l0 kbar < P < 30 kbar), and contained large fractions of CO, dissolved as carbonate. A
further complication is that the validity of the data prerf
sentedby Mysen et al. (1976) has been called into question. Stolper et al. (1987) indicated problems with the
experimental and analytical techniques of Mysen et al.
where Aft is the heat of solution of CO, given by h - h, (1976). The experimentsof Mysen et al. (1976) were also
at P. and kH(P.,TJ is the Henry's l-aw constant at P, and shown to be inconsistentin the determination of CO, and
T,. At referenceP and I k, is simply equal to.f,"r(P., COI- in albite with the Stolperet al. (1987)IR measureT)/Xco2(P,, T,), making Expression 8 identical with that ments. The partial molar volume presentedhere deviates
used by Stolper et al. (1987) for CO, solubility in albite somewhat from that of Stolper et al. (1987), who determelt.
mined a value of 28.6 cm3/mol for CO, in albite melt.
Although the choice of P. and T. is somewhatarbitrary, This value was determined with a regressionthrough their
there are factors that influence their selection.We select data obtained in roughly the same P and T rangeas that
P, : 0 for the following reasons:First, Prausnitz et al. of Mysen eIal. (1976) and using the sameanalltical tech(1986) pointed out that as X, - 0, P tends toward P., the niques as that used in this study.
saturation vapor pressureof the solvent. If we set P. :
One of the assumptionsof the CO, solubility model is
F, Equation 8 is made more intuitively satisfying and that t is not a function of P. Krichevsky and Kasarnovsky
directly expressesthe functionality ofthe solubility pro- (1935) suggestedthat I may follow a simple relation with
cess; the direct correlation of CO, solubility with P in P such as
excessof P". The value of .F for rhyolite melt is unknown
(9)
e : y o_ B p
but is assumedto be closeto 0 bars. Second,the selection
of referenceP only affectsthe Henry's Law constant and where t0 is the partial molar volume at 0 pressureand B
the enthalpy of solution. The partial molar volume of is the coefficient of compressibility. Incorporation of this
CO, in the melt is not affectedby this selection.Although expressiondid little to improve the model and verified
two of the constantschangewith P., the correlation coef- the initial assumption of the constancyof I with P.
ficient, or the goodnessof fit, does not change. T. was
Strictly speaking,the use of oxide mole fraction as the
selectedas 1323 K since the isotherm at 1050 oC was basisfor calculatingCO, concentrationimplies within the
investigatedmost thoroughly. For details and comments context of the solution model that all oxide components
on the regressionprocessseeAppendix l.
mix ideally in the melt. Although this implicit assumption is probably incorrect, the use of a more reasonable
Thermodynamic results
model does not significantly changethe thermodynamic
Table 4 gives the values determined for k , v, and.A,h. results. In accordancewith the model of Stolper et al.
The uncertainties given are the standard error ofthe es- (1987), the melt can be envisioned as an ideal mixture of
timates. The partial molar volume at infinite dilution is O atoms, molecular COr, and carbonatemolecules.Since
determinedto be 33.04 + 0.78 cm3/mol.This compares carbonate complexes were not detected in this study,

''kH:,nk'-'srl -'\a(+- +) (7)

x,o,:ffi.*oL-I(+"t3(+
ill

(8)
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CO]- need not be included; however, HrO in the form of
OH- ions should be included. This model assumesthat
melt O atoms, and molecular CO, molecules are each
indistinguishable and that, in addition, OH- ions are indistinguishableand mix ideally with both melt O atoms
and CO, molecules.Stolperet al. (1987) pointed out some
drawbacks of these assumptions,one of which is that in
actuality there are probably many types of distinguishable O atoms in the melt. The advantageof this type of
model is that the number of components is diminished,
making the ideal mixing assumption more realistic.
X.o, was recalculatedon this new basis by first putting
all the melt-oxide components(excludingCO') on an equal
O basis (multiplying the moles of each melt-oxide component by r, where r is the number of O atoms in the
component,e.g.,2 for SiOr, 3 for AlrO.). One half of the
moles of HrO (representingOH-) was subtracted from
the total moles of melt O atoms (Stolper, 1982b).The
mole fraction of CO, was then recalculatedand the model
parametersredetermined. Theseare given in Table 4 along
with the first set of parameters.A comparison of the two
parametersetsshowsthat t and Alzare so slightly affected
by this coordinate changethat the standard errors ofthe
two setsoverlap. The main changeis in the Henry's constant, which nearly doubles. From a mathematical perspectivethe differencesin the parameter setsare straightforward. The basis changeof components mainly affects
the magnitude of X.o' whereas the variation of X.", with
changesin P and Z remains unaffected. It is the exponential term that controls these progressions,implying
that the two data setsshould give approximately the same
v ar'd A.h.The Henry's constant, however, is defined by
.f"or(P,,T)/Xco,(P,, T) and should be directly affectedby
changesin component selection.With the caseat hand,
recasting of the oxide components on an equal O basis
results in a decreasein X.o' which demandsan increase
in k". From a thermodynamic standpoint, the Henry's
constant is directly related to the activity coefficient of
the component, and activity coefficients must changewith
changesin basis components.
Equation 8 makesuseof thef,o, as well as the solubility
data reported in Table 2 to determine the thermodynamic constants k", r, and Aft. Obviously then, the leastsquares values determined for these constants depend
upon the correct determination off,or, as well as the solubility data. Although the HSMRK equation of state
(EOS) of Kerrick and Jacobs (1981) was used for this
purpose, it is important to investigate the effects of a
different /.o, on the thermodynamic constants. For this
purposewe redetermined kr, f, and Ah using thef,o, calculated with the Modified Redlich Kwong (MRK) equation of state of Holloway (1977). The results (Table 3)
show that the three constantsare somewhatdifferent, although not radically, from those calculated previously.
Interestingly, t (30.4 cm3lmol) is now much closer to r
in albite (28.6 cmr/mol) and results from the fact that the
latter was determined with the MRK EOS (Stolper et al.,
1987). The HSMRK model is consideredto retrievef,o,
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values superior to those obtained from the MRK model;
Kerrick and Jacobs(1981)comparedthe two models.
Two other points concerningthe use of this model are
pertinent to this discussion. First, since different equations ofstate yield differenlf.o.and, hence,different CO,
solubility constants,the use ofEquation 8 is restricted to
CO, solubility determinations with either one of these
equationsof state.Use of Equation 8 withf,o, determined
with a third EOS may yield erroneous CO, solubilities.
The solubility constantsmust be redetermined when the
EOS of the fluid is changedbecausedifferent fugacities
are obtained from different equations ofstate. This situation exists becausethe lack ofaccurate PW data at high
P and T for CO, necessitatesthe use of an EOS with
extrapolation capabilities. Second, since it is difficult to
place an error on tllref"o, calculations, the reported uncertaintieson the model constantsdo not reflect errors in
f

J CO1

Drscussrort
The absenceof carbonate
The lack of detectableCOI- speciesin COr-saturated
rhyolite glassesat pressuresofup to 6.6 kbar is consistent
with a trend of a decreasingratio of COI- to COr(Mol.)
with increasingsilica activity (a.,or)observedby Fine and
Stolper (1985) for glassesalong the NaAlOr-SiO, join.
Unpublished data from this laboratory on basalt, andesite, and rhyodacite melts equilibrated with a graphiteCO-CO, fluid show the same relationship between
CO3 /CO,(Mol.) and activity of silica (a.'o,)' The basaltic
glassescontain dissolved carbonate with no detectable
COr(Mol.), whereasthe andesite and rhyodacite contain
both CO3- and molecular COr, with the latter increasing
at the expenseof the former in the more evolved liquids.
Becausethe basalt-rhyolite petrogenetic sequenceinvolves numerous chemical trends, it is uncertain whether
the apparent correlation between a",o, and COI-/
COr(Mol.) simply masksa more direct correlation of other cations such as NarO and CaO with CO3-lCO'(Mol').
The speciation data for the sodium-aluminosilicate system (Fine and Stolper, 1985) are also ambiguous in this
respect,sincethe correlationof decreasedCO3-lCOdMol.)
with increasedSiO, activity demonstratedin this system
could equally well be due to decreasesin NarO, AlrOr, or
NaAlO, activity.
The ratio of CO3- to COr(Mol.) may also be a function
of the competition between CO3- and Al*3 for charge
balancing cations such as Nat' (Brearley and Montana,
1989).Ifthis paradigm is correct, it suggeststhat the ratio
of COI to COlMol.) is sensitive to the agpaitic index
K* (KrO + NarO/AlrOr) of the melt. For K* < I (peraluminous region) aluminum is in excessofalkalis, a condition that favors low ratios of CO3- to COr(Mol.) because of stiff competition between COI- and Al*3 for
charge-balancingcations. When K* is greater than unity
(peralkalineregion),charge-balancingalkalis are in excess
of aluminum, implying higher ratios of CO3- to COr(Mol.)
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resulting from free alkali cations not used by Al*3 for
chargebalancing. This idea is supported by the CO, solubility data in the system Na,O-SiO, (Eitel and Weyl,
1932),which show high concentrationsof CO, in solution
at low pressures(8 wto/oaI 1250 atm and ll00 .C) in
sodium-metasilicateglasses.The dominant form of CO,
in theseglassesis presumably carbonateand can reasonably be attributed to the absenceof aluminum (K* : oo)
which freesup Na for complex formation. This reasoning
suggeststhat measurablequantities of carbonate would
be present in peralkaline rhyolites of high K*.
Irrespective of the mechanism, these observations
clearly indicate that the forward reactions in the equilibria
COI- + CO,(Mol.) * Ol*-'u

o3-,,r* Col- + Co,(Mol.)* 2o;",,,

(10)

6000
a 5000

e

c. 4000
3000

0C
1150
10500c

2000
1000

(l 1)

are favored with progressiveevolution in the basalt-rhyolite petrogenetic sequence.[O0, O-, and Or- represent
bridging, nonbridging, and free melt O atoms, respectively (Hess,1980).1
The experimentspresentedhere were all carried out at
pressuresbelow 6.6 kbar. We have no doubt that carbonate is presentin theseexperimentalglasses;albeit at levels
below FTIR detection (roughly 50-100 ppmw for rhe
techniques presented here). A progressive increase in
pressureabove 6.6 kbar should eventually bring carbonate levels above IR detectability limits. This contention
is supportedby the data ofFine and Stolper (1985),which
indicate the presenceofcarbonate in COr-undersaturated
experiments on NaAlSioO,oglassat 25 kbar.
Rhyolite vs. albite
A comparison of CO, solubility in rhyolite and albite
melts sheds some light on the solubility mechanism of
CO,(Mol.) in silicate melts. Figure 7 showsthe solubility
of CO,(Mol.) in albite and rhyolite as a function of P
contoured for Z. The solution model of Stolper et al.
(1987) was used to extrapolate their high P-Z data down
to the regionsof this study. (CO, concentrationsare compared on an equal O basis.) The COr(Mol.) solubility in
the two compositions is remarkably similar; no significant departures exist up to 5 kbar. Departures in
COr(Mol.) solubility between the two compositions become more acute with decreasing I and increasing P.
Interestingly, total CO, solubility in albite is only slightly
higher than COr(Mol.) solubility, with CO3 composing
only 2-3 molo/oof total CO, at these pressuresand temperatures.
The uniformity of COr(Mol.) solubility in rhyolite and
albite melt at low pressuresimplies a similar, if not identical, solubility mechanism in the two compositions.This
is probably the result of similarities in rhyolite and albite
melt structures.Although rhyolite is more SiOr-rich than
albite, as far as COr(Mol.) solubility is concernedthe basic melt structuresare the same.This is supported by the
data of Taylor and Brown (1979), who determined the
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Fig. 7. CO, solubilityas a functionof pressurefor rhyolite
and albite. The isothermalcurvesfor rhyolite were generated
from the solutionmodelin thisstudy.Thecurvesfor albitewere
calculated
from theCO, solubilitymodelof Stolperet al. (1987).
radial distribution functions (RDF) for albite, anorthite,
and orthoclaseglassesand compared them with the RDF
of pure SiO, glass.They showed that the RDF of albite
and orthoclase melts are quite similar to SiO, melt, indicating that their basic melt structures are comparable.
Rhyolite should also sharethis basic melt structure, since
it falls within the SiO,-NaAISi3Os-KAlSirO,system.
The similarity in albite and rhyolite CO, solubility suggeststhat molecular CO, occupiesthe same sites in the
two melts and that the solution mechanisms for these
sites are comparable. Deviations from this behavior
would be expectedat high P and low ?",conditions that
tend to accentuatedifferencesbetween melt structures and
could lead to diferences in solubility. This is exactly what
is predicted for the two compositions (Fig. 7). These
deviations could also be attributed to increasedCOr(Mol.)
solubility at high P and low Z. At high CO,(Mol.) melt
concentrationsthe siting of COr(Mol.) may differ in the
two compositions, manifesting itself as differencesin solubility.
Rhyolite vs. basalt
The data presentedhere and those of Stolper and Holloway (1988) can be used to compare the relative solubilities of CO, in rhyolite and basalt. The solubility of
CO, in basaltat 1200'C and 1000and 1500barsoftotal
CO, gas pressure is 390 and 577 ppmw, respectively
(Stolper and Holloway, 1988). This translates into 565
and 836 ppmm. With the solubility model presentedhere,
the corresponding CO, solubility in rhyolite is 731 and
I 100 ppmm, respectively.This contrastbetweenCO, solubility in basalt and rhyolite is shown in Figur6 8, where
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from the CO, solutionmodel.The efect
curveswerecalculated
with increasing
P
upon CO, solubilityincreases
of temperature
Fig. 8. Calculated
CO, solubilityin basalt(Stolperand HolZ.
and
decreasing
loway,1988)and rhyolite(this study)vs. CO, partialpressure.
Error barsare standarderrors.The solubility of CO. in rhyolite
is greaterthanthat in basalt.CO, dissolvesin rhyolitesolelyin ments (Tingle and Aines, 1988) casts doubt on concluin sions based upon data generatedby this technique (e.g.,
the molecularform, whereasin basaltit dissolves
exclusively
the form ofcarbonateions.
Mysen et aI., 1976). At this time, however, we can only
make this comparison between basalt and rhyolite at
pressuresbelow 1500bars.
CO, solubility is plotted against P"o, for 1200 'C. This
demonstratesthat on a molar basis CO, solubility in rhy- Application to rhyolitic volcanism
The experimental data reported in this study is to our
olite is somewhat greater than in basalt, a situation that
is true on a weight percent basis as well. Consideringthe knowledge the first low-pressuresolubility data for CO,
uncertainty in the two data sets,the solubility of CO, in in rhyolite melts. with the aid of the CO, solubility model, it is possibleto extrapolatethe results ofthis.study to
basalt and rhyolite is, at the least, comparable.
The comparison of CO, solubility data for basaltic and temperaturesof rhyolitic volcanism in order to make esrhyolitic melts (Fig. 8) illustrates the two main differences timates of magmatic CO, concentrations.The model can
in the behavior of CO, in thesediverse liquids. First, the also be inverted to retrieve intensive parameters from
difference in CO, solubility between rhyolite and basalt known concentrationsof CO, in rhyolite melt.
is manifested in its mode of speciation.At low pressure,
Our CO, solublity data have great potential for deciCO, dissolvesin basalt as carbonate,whereasin rhyolite phering the evolution of rhyolitic magmas if the volatile
it dissolvesin the molecular form. Second,the solubility contents of melt inclusions can be determined. In this
of CO, in rhyolite is comparableto and somewhatgreater vein, the relationship describingCO, solubility as a functhan that in basalt at the same P and T. This demon- tion of T and P is quite significant. The relationship bestratesthat the decreasein silica activity betweenrhyolite tween P.o, and CO, concentrationis roughly linear at low
and basalt does not causean increasein CO, solubility. P (Fig. 4). An a priori knowledge of magmatic P"o, and
This contrastswith the conclusionsof many workers that CO, concentration can yield magmatic Z; however, a very
CO, solubility decreaseswith increasing silica content accurateestimate of P would be required since the mag(Eggler and Rosenhauer, 1978; Holloway et al., 1976; nitude of the CO, solubility temperature effect is not large
Mysenet al., 1976;Carmichaelet al., 1974;Eggler,1973). (Fig. a). Unfortunately, magmatic P is rarely known with
We reach this conclusion in spite of the conflict with some suchaccuracy.Conversely,knowledgeof magmatic Zand
earlier works since (l) our analytical technique for rhyo- CO, concentration can yield P. Although the effect of ?'
lite solubility is essentiallyidentical to that ofStolper and on CO, solubility is not drastic, it is still sufficiently great
Holloway (1988), who made the latest basalt solubility to require temperature estimates of high quality. Figure
measurements,(2) the new data are basedupon measured 9 showsthe relationship betweenX."r(Melt) and temperCO, concentrationsand not implied from phaseequilib- ature as a function of P. At high Zand low P (0X.",/07),
ria or other information, and (3) the accuracy of beta is close to 0. At moderate to high P and low T (AXco,/
track autoradiography for CO, concentration measure- dT). is quite significant.
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The fluid phase associatedwith rhyolitic magmatism
usually contains alarge, if not dominant, fraction of HrO.
At a given P and T HrO will dissolve preferentially to
CO, in rhyolite melt. The heterogeneousequilibria between fluid and magma with respectto CO, and HrO are
+ COr(Mol.),-",,,
COr,o,,o,

(12)

H2Olnuiar+
HrO(Mol.),-.ro

(13)

and the homogeneousequilibria within the melt are:

+ CO3CO,(Mol.)* O?-"n,

(14)
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The two basic unknowns in the formulation of theseequilibria are the extent of ideality of COr-HrO mixing in the
fluid phase,and the effect of dissolved HrO and CO, on
their mutual solubilities in the silicate melt. The lack of
thermochemical dala on COr-HrO fluid mixtures at high
P and Znecessitatesreliance on the predictive capacities
of reasonably formulated equations of state. The HSMRK
EOS of Kerrick and Jacobs(1981) predicts an extreme
degreeof nonideality betweenmixtures of thesetwo gases. For small X!g! the activity coefficient of CO, is predicted to be quite high. The same is true for the activity
coefficient of HrO for small Xff19.This further complicates the situation since CO, can reach high degreesof
dilution (XABt<< Xfi$) at magmatic conditions.
Currently, there is no consensusas to the effects of
dissolved CO, and HrO on their mutual solubilities in
silicate melts. As a first approximation these effectscan
be assumedto be negligible. In actuality, since total dissolved CO, is quite low, both in an absolutesenseas well
as relative to HrO, it is more likely that the effectsof HrO
upon CO, will be more profound than the effectsof CO,
upon HrO.
The solubility model describes the behavior of CO,
solubility in rhyolite for all coexisting fluid-phase compositions that contain COr. When the fluid phaseis pure
COr, the solubility of CO, in rhyolite follows the behavior
describedby the model lines, shown as a function of P,
T, and f"o, in the preceding diagrams. When the fluid
phase is a mixture of CO, and some other species,CO,
does not follow thesecurves. At constant Zand P Equation 8 simplifies to

s00

HrO(Mol.)+O?-;nr=2OH
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Fig. 10. The CO, saturation curve for 700 "C and pressures
up to 3 kbar. At constant T and P, the presenceof speciesother
than CO, in the fluid decreasesCO, solubility in direct proportion to f,o,[X-, : f-,/k"(P, 4]. This type of mixing behavior
is shown in the diagram for 3 kbar and 700 rC (3 kbar mixing
line). If ideal mixing of a fluid containing 300/0COr-70% HrO
(molo/o)is assumed,the CO, solubility is found at point I. If one
assumesHSMRK mixing of the fluid, the CO,-solubility of the
same fluid is found at point R.
with another fluid species causes/.o, to be lowered and
in a strict sense is given by

fYtr: a"o;.f?6

(l 8 )

where d.o, is the activity of CO, in the fluid phase;thus,
the accuracy of CO, solubility predictions under mixed
fluid conditions is severelyconstrained by our ability to
determine a"or. The replacementof a!g! with Xg6rdas in
the ideal mixing rule of Lewis and Randall can lead to
questionableresults.
The above discussionis illustrated in Figure 10, where
both the CO, saturation curve and the 3 kbar CO, mixing
line are plotted as a function off,o, for Z : 700 .C. At
these conditions the dilution of fluid CO, with another
fluid speciessuch as HrO displacesCO, contents down
along the 3 kbar mixing line and not along the pure CO,
saturation curve. Assuming ideal mixing, the predicted
Xcor:#h
( 1 6 ) CO, solubility of a fluid containing 300/oCO,-70o/oHrO
(molo/o)is 1316 ppmm (point I: ft6;:2384
bars). Aswhere kr(P, Z) is the Henry's constant at the specific P suming HSMRK behavior for the same fluid composition, the predicted CO, solubility would be 1594 ppmm
and T ofinterest and is given by
(point R:l!6 :2887 bars) or 2lolohigher. The disparity
becomeseven greaterwith decreasingXBB:,increasingP,
and decreasing?".Of course,the HSMRK EOS usesemRr
R \z r,l J'
pirical mixing rules, and as such adds an element of un(17)
certainty to these calculations. Additionally, if the soluX.o, is linear with changesinlco, with the slope equal to bility of H,O affectsthe activity coefficient of CO, in the
l/kH(P,7). At constant lnand P, the dilution of CO, fluid
melt, the 3 kbar mixing line is distorted and would no

k (P,T): h(P.,
r.l"*oflftD . +(:- :)l
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longer accurately represent CO, mixing conditions at 3
kbar. Clearly, the extent of ideality of the fluid mixing
properties is a crucial element in the determination of
CO, solubility under mixed volatile conditions and is a
major consideration in the application of volatile solubility estimatesto determine magmatic intensive parameters.
CoNcr-usroNs
l. CO, solubility in rhyolite at 1050 "C follows a linear
Henry's Law behavior to pressuresof =2300 bars. Above
this pressureCO, solubility rapidly becomesnonideal and
deviates from the linear form of Henry's Law.
2. Resultsof experimentsalong the 950'C, 1050 "C,
and 1150 oCisotherms show a decreasein CO, solubility
with increasingtemperature.
3. HrO concentrations below 0.32 wto/odo not affect
the speciation of CO, in rhyolite melt. A positive correlation betweenCO, solubility and HrO content cannot be
ruled out; however, the lack of .fnro control during the
experiments,including other factors, makes this correlation suspect.
4. The diffusion of CO, into rhyolite appearsto be the
main mechanism for COr(fluid)-rhyolite equilibration.
Diffusion of CO, into rhyolite is slow; the diffusion coefficientat 1050.c is =2.4 (+0.5) x l0_8cm2ls.
5. CO, solubility data can be describedby an extended
Henry's Law model that considersthe effectsof pressure
and temperature. These are related to the partial molar
volume at infinite dilution and the heat of solution of
molecular CO, in rhyolite melt. The values of v and,Ah
were determinedto be 33.04 + 0.78 cm3 and -20.32 +
3. I 8 kJ/mol, respectively.
6. CO, dissolvesin rhyolite melt in the molecular form;
CO3 was not detectedin any of the experimental products. This observation follows the general trend of an
increasing ratio of CO,(Mol.) to CO3 in the sequence
basalt, andesite,rhyodacite, rhyolite, with basalt showing
no detectablemolecular COr.
7. COr(Mol.) solubility in rhyolite and albite appear to
be identical at low P and high 7. This implies a similar
solubility mechanism in the two compositions. Divergence of CO,(Mol.) solubility in albite and rhyolite at
high P and low Z is consistent with accentuateddifferencesin melt structure at theseconditions and differences
in the siting of COdMol.) at high CO, concentrations.
8. A comparison of CO, solubility in rhyolite and basalt at low pressuresand 1200"C showsthat CO, is somewhat more soluble in rhyolite than in basalt. Solubility
differencesbetween the two magma types are primarily
differencesin speciation: CO, dissolves in basalt as carbonate complexesand in rhyolite as molecular COr.
9. CO, solubility data, along with HrO solubility data
and ?"estimates,can be usedto make magmatic intensive
parameter estimates from melt inclusion volatile determinations. For a given P and T, if rhyolite is in equilibrium with a CO, fluid mixture, CO, solubility is described
by a cord extendingfrom 0 solubility atfcor:0 bars to
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the pure CO, saturation surfaceon an X.or-f"o, diagram.
The solubility is found along this cord by determining the
correctf,o, of the fluid mixture.
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AppnNorx

1. Ln,qsr-seuARES

REGRESSIoN

The experimental data were fitted to Equation 8 with the SAS
procedureNLIN, a nonlinear least-squaresroutine (since Equation 8 is nonlinear) allowing constantsk", l, and Aft to vary so
as to produce optimized values.P, and 7, could have been chosen to be one of the experimental conditions and kH determined
as fco2/Xco2from the data, a procedure that forces the leastsquaresregiressionthrough the referenceconditions. Considering
the error associatedu.ith any one point, ot even a seriesof experimental points, leadsto the conclusionthat this type offitting
processdoes not produced optimum results.
Shaw,H.R. (1974)Diffirsionof H,O in graniticliquids,Part I. ExperiEquation 7 is the linearized form of Equation 8 and could
mentaldata;PartII. Masstransferin magmacharnbers.In A.W. Hoff- serve as the basis for a linear least-squaresregression of ln(f.or/
man, B.J. Gilerd, H.S. Yoder,and R.A. Yund, Eds.,Geochemical X-^-) vs. p for the entire data set in a manner similar to that
transportandkinetics,Carnegie
Institutionof Washinglon
Publication
ui"d'U' Speraand Bergman(19g0). The problem with this tech_
#634,rt9-t70.
nique is the.difrculty in fitting the data in the low pressurereSilver,L., and srolper,E. (1989)water in albiticglasses.
ofpeJournal
gion,
since the quantity lt(f.o,JX.o) is quite sensitive to small
trotogy,30,667-709.
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genesis:
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